NEW! color of magic

Shifting colors weave an enchanting
spell, playing in a kaleidoscope of
crystals and stones. Square pendant
of brass with sterling plating and
Swarovski elements. Antiqued chain
adjusts 16-18". Silvery swirl earrings
accented with crystals complete the
magic. Handcrafted in USA
by Anne Koplik.
J10454 Colorful Crystal Earrings $40
J20686 Colorful Crystal Pendant $75

NEW! opulent romance

lady of the
crimson moon

At midnight, the lady of the manor
slips into a waiting carriage. A
black cape with a generous
hood hides her features,
but its opulence is
unmistakable. Immerse
yourself in drama and
romance in lush black
velvet lavished with
lace and extravagant
trim. 59" long.
Polyester velvet with a
touch of spandex; dry
clean. Imported. One
size. In Black, Deep
Purple or Forest Green.
A10003 Velvet
Cape $249

Lunar eclipse—the moon turns
a magical red, the lady of the
moon enjoying rare crimson
finery. Dramatic carnelian with
a lady of the moon in antiqued
brass reflects this captivating
phenomenon. 1¼" x 1½" stone
lozenge, on 22" antiqued rope
chain. Made in USA.
J20592 Lady of the Crimson 				
			 Moon Pendant $ 65

actual size

actual size

Into the Mystic

EXCLUSIVE! Enter an enchanted forest, and let
your heart fly into the mystic. Envelop yourself in
the magic of Scottish artist Keli Clark’s Into The
Mystic image. Intricately woven tapestry draws you
into the entrancing vision of the moon-lit glade. Allcotton washable throw is 50" x 60". Fully finished
and backed wallhanging is 53% cotton/47%
polyester. Hanging available in two sizes: 26" x
36" or 35" x 53"; each comes with hanging rod
and hardware. Gift wrap and rush delivery are not
available. Made in USA.
D50590 Into the Mystic Wallhanging
26" x 36" $90 | 35" x 53" $160
D50560 Into the Mystic Throw $65

Ever-changing Moon

NEW! shake it up

A quiet musicale at the castle—
but of course, the princess
must arrive late, clad in flaming
scarlet. And proceed to dance,
requesting the music be faster,
louder. Shake things up in this
top, layered in fanciful lace
and ribbon over a stretchy knit.
Royally detailed with pointed
hem, ruffle-cuffed 3/4 sleeves,
and corset lacing. 28" long.
Linen/poly/cotton; hand wash.
Imported. Sizes S-XL. Also
available in Black.
A60198 Long-Sleeved
Princess Tunic $55

actual size

Black

Don’t just take our word
that the owl is the symbol
of wisdom—this one
has done the research.
Learned owl stands
proudly on a pile of books,
composing a treatise
on owl wisdom. Coldcast bronze with subtle
coloration. 9" tall. Gift
wrap and rush delivery not
available.
D21011 Owl and Books $98

the book of cat

The secrets of the black cat could fill volumes.
These tomes do not reveal feline mysteries,
but hold their own secret—they are actually
boxes. Wooden book-shaped boxes feature
Theophile Steinlen's noted “Chat
Noir” Art Nouveau design. Small is
5½" x 8¼", large is 8¼" x 10¾" exterior
measurement. Felt-lined.
D24035 Black Cat Book Box,
			
Small $ 24
D24036 Black Cat Book Box,
				 Large $ 28
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Forest Green

Deep Purple

erudite owl

Scarlet
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The moon is always with the earth,
although she shows herself and then
hides again in a never-ending cycle. A
crescent moon of eternal knots marks
the permanence and constant change
of the moon. Shimmering moonstone
echoes her radiant glow. Sterling
silver pendant on 16" chain. Imported
from Scotland. See matching earrings
at gaelsong.com.
J20248 Crescent Moon Pendant $72
J10178 Crescent Moon Earrings $65

1.800.205.5790

nature’s tote

EXCLUSIVE! Money doesn’t grow on trees, but this purse grew on a vine. Carry your
necessities in the most sustainable purse around—made of a hard-shelled gourd.
Etched and painted, depicting curious owls beneath a night sky. Approximately 4½"
across, sizes will vary, and each will be unique. Strap—made from recycled inner
tubes—adjusts to 60" long. Certified Fair Trade; handmade in Peru.
B40026 Gourd Purse $25
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